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Overview
§ Interpersonal privacy violations (IPV) on social media are 

rampant, as users share sensitive photos of  other people and others’ 
personal information without permission.

§ Few studies have gone beyond identifying self-reported privacy 
attitudes to establish interventions that change the status quo.

§ This project empirically tests bottom-up psychosocial interventions 
to prevent interpersonal social media privacy violations among 
diverse users.
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Figure 1. Bottom-up social media privacy preservation model.
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§ Aim: Identify potential types of  IPV in social media. 
§ Method: Qualitative and qualitative analysis of  viral photo-based 

memes (N = 245).
§ Findings: Qualitative analysis revealed 13 sources of  potential IPV.
§ Users consider memes depicting others’ personal information, sexual 

history, online activity, drug use, and online activity as most privacy-
violating.

§ Aim: Determine user attitudes toward content moderation strategies 
controlled by users, corporations, or governments.

§ Participants: N = 200 Qualtrics panel; N = 200 Amazon Mturk.
§ Method: Twitter data collection; social media sharing task; surveys.
§ Findings: Users rate IPV as a serious issue.
§ Users perceive user-controlled approaches to moderation as most 

effective.
§ Users who are more likely to share sensitive information about 

others believe moderation is more effective.

§ Aim: Develop and empirically test interventions for preventing IPV.
§ Participants: N = 396 Amazon Mturk
§ Method: Participants assigned to one of  four conditions: 

1) Control- No intervention
2) Educational- Information about what interdependent 

privacy violations are (termed “privacy pirating” for the 
purposes of  the study)

3) Narrative- Stories about people negatively impacted by 
privacy pirating

4) Fact-based condition- Facts about the seriousness of  
privacy pirating

§ Twitter data collection; experimental manipulation; social media 
sharing task; surveys

§ Findings are in progress.

§ Aim: Establish user characteristics associated with IPV. 
§ Participants: N = 245; N = 111; N = 104; N = 145 Amazon Mturk
§ Method: Meme rating tasks; surveys
§ Findings: Users are less likely to share memes rated as private, unless 

the meme is entertaining or the user has dark triad characteristics. 
§ High dark triad users exhibit a heightened awareness of  

interdependent privacy, and increased sharing of  others’ photos. 
§ Three distinct user types vary in their interdependent privacy 

perceptions: privacy preservers, privacy ignorers, and privacy 
violators.

Figure 3. Still images taken from videos aimed at reducing IPV.

Figure 2. Bottom-up social media privacy preservation model.

Table 1. Types of  photo-based memes depicted during the meme rating tasks.


